
Bonus Episode: Research * Dreams (Melanie Rosen)

Are dreams just cognitive trash? Or do they fulfil a specific role in human evolution?

How does dream time work? And what has Harrison Ford to do with dumb dream brain

and eel related dice rolling games?

Philosopher and former Interacting Minds colleague Melanie Rosen (Trent University)

has spoiled us with a visit from Canada to take us along on a journey into the depths of

dream research. We get to talk about the continuity theory of dreams, explore the

potential explanations for why humans might dream in the first place, and unpack the

relationship between dreams and virtual reality.

Topics and Resources mentioned in this episode:

[00:06:40] Inception

[00:09:03] Continuity Theory

“The continuity hypothesis of dreams suggests that the content of
dreams are largely continuous with waking concepts and concerns of
the dreamer.” Psychology Today

[00:12:39] Rolling dice to win an Eel

“Aale Würfeln” (engl. Rolling dice to win an eel) is a traditional stand
at the Bremer Freimarkt, the largest annual fun fair in Northern
Germany. Visitors to the fair can pay to engage in a luck based
dice-rolling game with 3 dice. Winners (rolling 1-1-1 or 6-6-6-) get
rewarded with a smoked eel.

https://www.trentu.ca/philosophy/faculty-research/melanie-rosen
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt1375666/
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/basics/dreaming
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/dream-catcher/201409/the-continuity-hypothesis-dreams-more-balanced-account


Image from
https://www.holidaycheck.at/m/um-die-raeucheraale-muss-man-wu
erfeln/e67c936b-2939-38ba-976c-dec12c1e4b91

[00:32:50] Paper with John Sutton

Rosen, M., & Sutton, J. (2013). Self-representation and perspectives
in dreams. Philosophy Compass, 8(11), 1041-1053.

Threat Simulation Theory

See for example: Valli, K., Revonsuo, A., Pälkäs, O., Ismail, K. H., Ali, K.

J., & Punamäki, R. L. (2005). The threat simulation theory of the

evolutionary function of dreaming: Evidence from dreams of

traumatized children. Consciousness and cognition, 14(1), 188-218.

Learn more about Melanie Rosen and her research

● Google Scholar

● TEDx Aarhus Talk: The understanding we gain whilst we sleep

● Rosen, M. (2022). Dreaming as a virtual reality delusion simulator: Gaining

empathy whilst we sleep. International Journal of Dream Research, 73-85.

● Dreams (in Danish) available

https://www.holidaycheck.at/m/um-die-raeucheraale-muss-man-wuerfeln/e67c936b-2939-38ba-976c-dec12c1e4b91
https://www.holidaycheck.at/m/um-die-raeucheraale-muss-man-wuerfeln/e67c936b-2939-38ba-976c-dec12c1e4b91
https://d1wqtxts1xzle7.cloudfront.net/33219145/perspectives_in_dreams_final_edit-libre.pdf?1394815417=&response-content-disposition=inline%3B+filename%3DSelf_Representation_and_Perspectives_in.pdf&Expires=1663601874&Signature=FA~vevAsUYuN8iXjGArqgH8Qm~QK1V0L05wMVMNqjQQXDaNsJ0a9Gq1Ow6YbWrbfxFqmEJsypdq8n2rtGdKtTr~i4j8Lskm7AIS28a5aWgk82GvGpo9EUpqY~p07j~Z2MQFV556y3IJf3v5NLQqSjU9LvXFDm4gtt62m9cxvcJ0OTNeWtOJE699bFDTYzvMoS0Xh5PjxbjA-kOAxHFGmgkuTBWcjN1kEsAd534GhdsqR7uXyOoODVCJUSkt4941XMWe2vkBwhtvW79vqyV0DDd~j8GJlOk1VjQ5eqB5Mq2xO69ngHB~X0xKcl36yZvD9sBu2feFdzwwlZIOAzUCWow__&Key-Pair-Id=APKAJLOHF5GGSLRBV4ZA
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/15766897/#:~:text=The%20threat%20simulation%20theory%20of%20dreaming%20(TST)%20()%20states%20that,to%20repeatedly%20simulate%20threatening%20events.
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/15766897/#:~:text=The%20threat%20simulation%20theory%20of%20dreaming%20(TST)%20()%20states%20that,to%20repeatedly%20simulate%20threatening%20events.
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/15766897/#:~:text=The%20threat%20simulation%20theory%20of%20dreaming%20(TST)%20()%20states%20that,to%20repeatedly%20simulate%20threatening%20events.
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/15766897/#:~:text=The%20threat%20simulation%20theory%20of%20dreaming%20(TST)%20()%20states%20that,to%20repeatedly%20simulate%20threatening%20events.
https://scholar.google.com/citations?user=kCdpQlsAAAAJ&hl=en&oi=ao
https://www.ted.com/talks/melanie_rosen_the_understanding_we_gain_whilst_we_sleep
https://unipress.dk/udgivelser/d/dr%C3%B8mme/

